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Venturex Resources (ASX: VXR) has released the findings of the Definitive Feasibility
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Study undertaken for its Pilbara Copper Zinc Project in Western Australia (100% VXR).
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The study confirms Sulphur Springs (SS) as the ‘centre of gravity’ as the project sources
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~85% of its ore from this deposit. Preliminary modelling by VXR indicates the mine life
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could be extended beyond 11 years with ongoing exploration. Key results of the study
against previous Company guidance:


Capex: $279m (was $236m)



Life of mine operating cost (C1 CFR): $1.57/lb Cu eq (was $1.15/lb)



Capital intensity: $10,500/t annual production Cu eq (was $8,777/t)



Payable metal: 16.5kt Cu, 30kt Zn, 200koz Ag (was 18kt Cu, 30kt Zn, 250koz Ag



Mine life: 8.5 years (was ~7.5 years)



Mining Inventory: 8.4Mt @ 1.8% Cu, 4.0% Zn, 0.3% Pb, 21.5g/t Ag, 0.1g/t Au (was
7.0Mt @ 1.9% Cu, 4.0 Zn, 0.1% Pb, 22.0g/t Ag, 0.13g/t Au)

Impact:
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Capital and operating costs increased by 18% and 37% respectively whilst annual
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concentrate production has decreased 15% from previous guidance. Whilst the project
economics as stated by VXR (EBITDA $548m, EBIT $234m) seem optically robust, the
key question now turns to funding.
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based on the revised scope and cost estimate. Prima facie, the increased funding
requirement presents the key hurdle relative to the ~$40m market capitalisation of VXR.
The decrease in annual payable metals production is a function of a revised mining
schedule

and

negatively

impacts

Argonaut’s

valuation.

The

project

economics

demonstrates the development scenario may be premature and further project scale may
provide a step change to reconsider the strategy moving forward.
VXR has reached a crossroad to either pursuing project development in the current form
or considering further exploration to ultimately demonstrate a larger operation. Whilst
the market is sceptical on development / funding, an energised approach to exploration
(including regional) is likely to be well received. The strategic land package is underexplored and could potentially emulate the success of the Jaguar – Bentley VMS corridor.
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Recommendation:

Spec Buy

Argonaut’s valuation has been revised to 4.5c (was 14c) based on a pre-production peer
average EV/Resource lb metric of US4.4c/lb. Speculative buy maintained.
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Feasibility Study
DFS has been released…

Venturex Resources (ASX: VXR) has released the findings of the Definitive Feasibility Study
undertaken for its Pilbara Copper Zinc Project in Western Australia (100% VXR).

…confirming Sulphur Springs
as the ‘centre of gravity’ for
the project

The study confirms the location of a centralised processing facility at Sulphur Springs (SS)
based on a revised Ore Reserve. This update confirms SS is the ‘centre of gravity’ for the
project, which contains ~85% of the total Reserve. The project is set to transition from the
SS underground mine to a blend of Whim Creek and SS from year 7, bringing in open pit
ores from Mons Cupri and Whim Creek.
Preliminary modelling by VXR indicates the mine life could be extended in excess of 11
years with ongoing brownfields drilling both at SS and the broader Whim Creek tenements.
The key results of the study against previous Company guidance is as follows:

Key results of study

Capex and
upwards

opex

revised

•

Capex: $279m (was $236m)

•

Life of mine operating cost (C1 CFR): $1.57/lb Cu eq (was $1.15/lb)

•

Capital intensity: $10,500/t annual production Cu eq (was $8,777/t)

•

Average annual payable concentrate production: 130,000 dmt (was 150,000 dmt)

•

Payable metal: 16.5kt Cu, 30kt Zn, 200koz Ag (was 18kt Cu, 30kt Zn, 250koz Ag

•

Mine life: 8.5 years (was ~7.5 years)

•

Mining Inventory: 8.37Mt @ 1.8% Cu, 4.0% Zn, 0.3% Pb, 21.5g/t Ag, 0.1g/t Au
(was 6.97Mt @ 1.9% Cu, 4.0 Zn, 0.1% Pb, 22.0g/t Ag, 0.13g/t Au)

The study confirms the project has not been immune to cost inflation since the study
commenced in 2010. Capital and operating costs have increased by 18% and 37%
respectively from previous guidance from initial guidance based on the revised scope and
detailed cost estimate.
The revised mining schedule takes into account SS as the centralised processing hub and
not Whim Creek as initially planned. Despite the revisions based on this study, the
increased funding requirement now presents the key hurdle relative to the ~$40m market
capitalisation of VXR.

Upside remains to build on
the Reserve base and further
revise the schedule

Upside remains to add further inventory with ongoing exploration, given the under-explored
nature of the broader tenement package. Recent positive drilling results from SS
demonstrated the project has more to offer on a local and regional exploration basis and
Argonaut considers that adding project scale via further exploration would be a major value
driver for VXR. This would allow a larger operation to be evaluated and provide economies
of scale (potential opex savings).
Figure 1: Location of the Sulphur Springs hub and Whim Creek deposits

Location of Sulphur Springs

Source: VXR
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Updated Reserve
VXR has increased the Reserve
base with more UG ore

The updated Reserve estimate provided the basis for the mining schedule which confirms
SS as the ‘centre of gravity’ for the project, which hosts ~85% of the Reserve.
Table 1: Resources and Reserves of Pilbara assets
Reserve
Kt

Cu %

Zn %

Pb %

Ag g/t

Whim Creek

1,172

1.24

1.30

0.54

28.44

Au g/t
0.14

Panorama

7,200

1.80

4.30

0.10

18.50

0.00

Total

8,372

1.72

3.88

0.16

19.89

0.02

Kt

Cu %

Zn %

Pb %

Ag g/t

Au g/t

Resource

Whim Creek

7,239

1.30

2.28

0.66

27.18

0.19

Sulphur Springs

19,131

1.17

3.84

0.13

15.79

0.07

Total

26,370

1.20

3.41

0.28

18.92

0.10

Source: Argonaut

Revised valuation
The stock is trading
discount to peers…

at

a

VXR offers relative value. On the EV/Resource lb metric, the stock is trading at US2.8c v a
pre-production peer average of US4.4c, despite offering the highest Cu eq grade.
Figure 2: EV/Resource lb (pre-production peer group)
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Applying the average multiple results in an implied valuation of 4.5c.

Time to get adVenturex
VXR has reached the cross road
of development or further
exploration

VXR has reached a cross road to either pursing project development in the current form or
considering further scale via exploration to support a larger operation.
Project development at the current scale appears immature and is likely to be met with a
wall of scepticism.
The market is likely to look at a revised exploration focus more favourably, as the
exploration potential at both SS and Whim Creek is yet to be unlocked. VXR control a
strategic VMS land package within the Pilbara and demonstrated recently at SS that ‘easy
wins’ exist to increase Resources and Reserves. Drilling which targeted the down-plunge
extents of the SS orebody confirmed further mineralisation of both copper and zinc lenses.
It is likely that similar programs may replicate similar results at each deposit.

The land holding and number
of VMS targets is compelling

Argonaut Securities Research

SS forms part of a broader belt of mineralised volcanic rocks which host multiple VMS
occurrences, which are known to occur in clusters. In July 2012, VXR acquired an additional
14 tenements through the Panorama Exploration JV covering an area of ~35km2 to the
south of the Sulphur Springs Project. This increases VXR’s total land package which hosts
multiple untested VMS prospects. The exploration side to the VXR story is compelling.
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In May 2012 Argonaut acted as Sole Manager to the Placement and Entitlements issue to raise
$11M and earned fees commensurate with those services. Argonaut acts as Corporate Advisor to
VXR and earns fees commensurate with those services. Argonaut holds or controls 61,102,319 VXR
shares.
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Each research analyst of this material certifies that the views expressed in this research material
accurately reflect the analyst's personal views about the subject securities and listed corporations.
None of the listed corporations reviewed or any third party has provided or agreed to provide any
compensation or other benefits in connection with this material to any of the analyst(s).
General Disclosure and Disclaimer
This research has been prepared by Argonaut Securities Pty Limited (ABN 72 108 330 650) (“ASPL”)
or by Argonaut Securities (Asia) Limited (“ASAL”) for the use of the clients of ASPL, ASAL and other
related bodies corporate (the “Argonaut Group”) and must not be copied, either in whole or in part,
or distributed to any other person. If you are not the intended recipient you must not use or
disclose the information in this report in any way. ASPL is a holder of an Australian Financial
Services License No. 274099 and is a Market Participant of the Australian Stock Exchange Limited.
ASAL has a licence (AXO 052) to Deal and Advise in Securities and Advise on Corporate Finance in
Hong Kong with its activities regulated by the Securities and Futures Ordinance (“SFO”)
administered by the Securities and Futures Commission (“SFC”) of Hong Kong.
Nothing in this report should be construed as personal financial product advice for the purposes of
Section 766B of the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth). This report does not consider any of your
objectives, financial situation or needs. The report may contain general financial product advice and
you should therefore consider the appropriateness of the advice having regard to your situation. We
recommend you obtain financial, legal and taxation advice before making any financial investment
decision.
This research is based on information obtained from sources believed to be reliable and ASPL and
ASAL have made every effort to ensure the information in this report is accurate, but we do not
make any representation or warranty that it is accurate, reliable, complete or up to date. The
Argonaut Group accepts no obligation to correct or update the information or the opinions in it.
Opinions expressed are subject to change without notice and accurately reflect the analyst(s)’
personal views at the time of writing. No member of the Argonaut Group or its respective
employees, agents or consultants accepts any liability whatsoever for any direct, indirect,
consequential or other loss arising from any use of this research and/or further communication in
relation to this research.
Nothing in this research shall be construed as a solicitation to buy or sell any financial product, or to
engage in or refrain from engaging in any transaction. The Argonaut Group and/or its associates,
including ASPL, ASAL, officers or employees may have interests in the financial products or a
relationship with the issuer of the financial products referred to in this report by acting in various
roles including as investment banker, underwriter or dealer, holder of principal positions, broker,
director or adviser. Further, they may buy or sell those securities as principal or agent, and as such
may effect transactions which are not consistent with the recommendations (if any) in this research.
The Argonaut Group and/or its associates, including ASPL and ASAL, may receive fees, brokerage or
commissions for acting in those capacities and the reader should assume that this is the case.
There are risks involved in securities trading. The price of securities can and does fluctuate, and an
individual security may even become valueless. International investors are reminded of the
additional risks inherent in international investments, such as currency fluctuations and
international stock market or economic conditions, which may adversely affect the value of the
investment.
The analyst(s) principally responsible for the preparation of this research may receive compensation
based on ASPL’s and / or ASAL’s overall revenues.
Hong Kong Distribution Disclosure
This material is being distributed in Hong Kong by Argonaut Securities (Asia) Limited which is
licensed (AXO 052) and regulated by the Hong Kong Securities and Futures Commission. Further
information on any of the securities mentioned in this material may be obtained on request, and for
this purpose, persons in the Hong Kong office should be contacted at Argonaut Securities (Asia)
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3557 48000.
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